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How to Create a Resume
and LinkedIn Profile That
Gets You Noticed
A Resource Guide for the Customer Success Job Seeker who
wants a Resume and LinkedIn profile that will position them for
success and help them land their first job in Customer Success
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Job Seeker Resource Guide
Create a Resume and LinkedIn profile that demonstrates you're a
candidate worth considering.

Resume Basics

Resume Organization

Quick tips on resume creation,
organization and formatting that
will help your Resume standout.

Organize your resume so that its
in the expected format and easy
for job posters to read.

Formatting Job History

Resume Do's and Don'ts

Use a proven format that will
structure your resume the way
job posters want to see it.

Our 7 Do's and Don'ts will help
you to avoid the most common
mistakes job seekers make.

LinkedIn Profile Basics

LinkedIn Do's and Don'ts

Create a LinkedIn profile that will
put your best face forward and
present you as a "Good Fit".

9 Do's and Don'ts to help you to
avoid the most common
mistakes made on LinkedIn.
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Resume Basics
You may already have a resume, but these pointers are still critical
if you want to avoid drawing attention to yourself in a negative way.
Tools to Use to Create Your Resume

We highly recommend using Microsoft Word or Apple Pages (Mac) to create
your resume. You can use Google Docs if you have to (it tends to have more
layout and formatting limitations), but don’t send a link to your resume when
asked to share it. Make sure that whenever you’re sharing your resume that
you’re sending a PDF version. You will probably make several versions of your
resume so be sure that you name the source file in a manner that makes the
application or revision number clear.

Font Type

The preferred fonts for a resume are: Arial, Calibri or Cambria. If you absolutely
need to have an older style font, use: Georgia or Garamond. Regardless of
your choice, make sure that the font type used is consistent across the resume
and easy to read.

Formatting Basics

Use the “Header” functionality in whatever tool you choose to use to create
your resume and put your Name in a larger font (18-22) at the top. The next
line should have an address (or just city/state if you don’t want your physical
address listed) followed by email address, phone, and an active link to your
LinkedIn profile in a smaller font size (like 12-14). At the bottom of the header
insert a horizontal line to separate it from the body of the resume or use a
block of color to create separation from the header and the body of the
resume.
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Resume Organization
Resumes are all about creating a first impression, make sure yours
doesn't give a reviewer the feeling that you're not organized.
Organize Your Resume into Sections

Header
Headline
Professional Summary
Experience
Skills/Systems
Certifications
Education
Organizations, Hobbies & Interests (Optional)

Section Specifics
Header: You want to have your name in a larger font than the rest of the
text. Use the version of your name that is going to align with any other
public mentions. Don't include your nickname (you're not a fighter pilot) or a
version of your name that doesn't align with your LinkedIn profile. Provide
your contact details and a link to your LinkedIn profile.
Headline: This should be a one sentence description of who you are and
what you do.
Professional Summary: 3-4 sentences that describe who you are, what
you’re passionate about, what you want to be doing and what makes you
unique. Should be professionally focused and relevant to the role you’re
seeking. No personal stuff. This is your “elevator pitch”.
Experience: List each of your roles/companies under professional
experience (role formatting is covered in detail in the Format Your Job
Experience Chapter).
Skills/Systems: List any skills and/or systems that you have experience with
using that are relevant to the role(s) you are seeking. For more technically
focused roles you can add your level of proficiency or years of experience
in parentheses following the item. Use bullets and try to list in 2 columns.
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Resume Organization
Certificates: List any professional certifications you have received. Be sure
to include the certifying body and other relevant information.
Education: List the school(s), degree(s), and graduation year(s). If you have
completed professional development courses or adult education, include it
in this section.
Organizations, Hobbies and Interests: You only want to use this section
to highlight those extracurricular activities or affiliations that are good for a
customer success career such as:
Toastmasters - You enjoy public speaking and are well versed in it.
Mentoring Others - You communicate and connect well with others.
Individual Sports (Running, Tennis, etc.) - You’re fit, enjoy challenges and
are competitive.
Team Sports (Basketball, Baseball/Softball, etc.) - You excel at teamwork
and tend to have both relationship building and leadership skills.
Games (Chess, Go, etc.) - You enjoy complex strategy and tactics.
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How To Format Your Job History
If you have not held multiple roles at the same company, and have
held multiple jobs in your history, use this format for each role.
Role Title
Date

Start Date - End

Company Name
State

City,

Under the role title, use 2-3 sentences to describe your role and
responsibilities. Indicate the size of your book of business you were
responsible for (if applicable) and name a few of the more recognizable
customers you owned. Remember, if this was not a Customer Success related
role, that you should be emphasizing the facets of the role that align with the
responsibilities similar to those of a Customer Success Manager (i.e. project or
account management, helping customers to achieve their objectives,
etc.). Then add:
Selected accomplishments include:

Add 3-5 bulleted accomplishments during your time in the role
Be as specific as possible, quantifying the accomplishments
You will want this to be highlight % improvements, time reduction or the
amount of repeat business or referrals that you were able to drive due to an
increase in satisfaction
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How To Format Your Job History
If you have a situation where you held multiple roles at the same
company, use the following format for each instance.
Company Name
State

City,

Role Title of Position 1
Date

Start Date - End

Under the role title, use 2-3 sentences to describe your role and
responsibilities for the first position that you held at the company. For the
second role at the same company, omit the first line (Company Name and
Location), of the format above specifying the role title and dates that you held
the role as well as the other sections highlighted previously. It should look like
this:
Selected accomplishments include:

Add 3-5 bulleted accomplishments during your time in the first role
Be as specific as possible, quantifying the accomplishments
Remember that this section is intended to draw the eye to it so look for the
most standout accomplishments and improvements.
Role Title of Position 2
Date

Start Date - End

Then 2-3 sentences to describe your role and responsibilities in the second
position. Remember that this is not just a "laundry list" of the things you were
responsible for, it should emphasize the key things that you were responsible
for and did that align with your frame that is focused on the skills that you have
that are applicable to Customer Success. Indicate the size of your book of
business you were responsible for (if applicable) and name a few of the more
recognizable customers you owned. Then add:
Selected accomplishments include:

Add 3-5 bulleted accomplishments during your time in the role
Again, they should specific and measurable accomplishments
You will want to highlight % improvements, time reduction or the amount
of repeat business or referrals that you were able to drive due to an
increase in satisfaction
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Resume Do's and Don'ts
7 Resume Do's and Don'ts to Keep in Mind.
1. Keywords: Many companies use software applications to screen resumes.
DO make sure that you identify and include relevant keywords in your
resume. Job Postings often clue you into the keywords that the company is
interested in screening for so review that language of the posting against
your resume. DON'T stuff your resume with keywords; more is not more.
2. Consistent Formatting: It's a small thing, but the small things often matter
more than you think. DO make sure that you keep your formatting
consistent throughout your resume. In particular, Start Date and End Date
information needs to be in a consistent format throughout your
resume. Example format to use: Jan 2016 - Mar 2018.
3. Screeners Scan Resumes: Most hiring and/or recruiting managers spend
approximately 6 seconds scanning and 1 to 2 minutes reading an
interesting resume to decide if they’re interested. You’re trying to pique their
interest; DON'T write your autobiography.
4. Brevity: DO keep your resume copy concise and focused on items that
will get you past the screeners and into the process. Make sure your
summary and “accomplishments” are impressive and highlight skills,
abilities, or achievements that align with the expectations for the role, but
don't go overboard and write a novel - keep it brief and focused.
5. 2 Page Rule: Your resume should be a quick, easy to read. DON'T violate
the 2 page rule, keep your resume to 2 pages maximum. If you’ve got a
lot of skills or education/certifications to list that are relevant to the roles
you’re seeking, extend it to 3 but only then.
6. Non-Relevant Experience: If you’ve been in the workforce for several years,
many career experts advise only listing positions that are relevant to the job
your applying for. For those that aren’t relevant, add a section titled “Other
Experience” and list each position with the company name, title and the
employment dates. DON'T waste precious real estate on resume with
positions that aren't going to help you get hired unless it leaves you with
gaps in your job history timeline that you'll have to explain.
7. Spelling and Grammar: DO spell and grammar check your resume.
There's nothing worse than having an interviewer point out an error.
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LinkedIn Profile Basics
Optimizing Your LinkedIn Profile
LinkedIn has become THE new resume so you want to give it as much focus
as you did to your resume. Our recommendations may only amount to a few
small tweaks, but often can cause you to do a full overhaul of your profile. Trust
us, it's worth the effort, especially if you're applying for jobs via LinkedIn. These
updates will enable you to put your best foot forward when the job poster
receives your application. Bear in mind research shows that you have as few
as 6 seconds to make them feel like you're a "Good Fit" for the role.

Profile Photo

Use a professional looking photo for your LinkedIn profile. Pictures of you on
the ski slopes or in sun glasses don’t project the kind of image prospective
employers are typically looking for. At a minimum, have a friend with a newish
iPhone, take a picture of you against a neutral background. Then crop the
image so that it's at least 400 x 400 pixels and presents as a proper headshot
and you're done.

Background Image

LinkedIn gives you the ability to add a background image to your profile. Make
sure that the image you use is professional and resonates with the companies
that you are applying to. The image should be 1584 x 396 pixels (4:1
proportion) and high-quality. If you're having trouble selecting something just
remember that you can always use one of the stock backgrounds.

Headline

Make sure that your headline at the top of your profile is more than just a job
title. Use the available space to say more about who you are, what you can do,
and how you see your professional role. Keep it on-point, use the space wisely
and make it compelling. Focus on getting the key search terms used in the
copy that you write for your headline.
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LinkedIn Profile Basics
Summary

Use the Summary to tell your professional story. If you followed out resume
advice, you should already a good summary developed. You can use your
Summary block as an opportunity to expand on what is on your resume, just
don't go overboard. Some LinkedIn experts recommend having as many as 35 paragraphs in your summary. We suggest that you keep it more brief and
punchy. Most screeners and hiring managers are going to screen your profile
like they screened your resume so you have a brief window to grab their
attention.
Don’t overuse buzzwords. The overuse of certain terms on LinkedIn has
reached a point where they now publish a list of the most overused buzzwords
every January.
These are adjectives that are used so often that they become meaningless.
You should validate the list against your resume as well.
Words like Energetic, Passionate, Tenacious, Value-Add, Expert, Ninja and Guru
are not your friends. Use words like Perky, Dynamic, Fiery, Unshakeable,
Highly Regarded, Specialist, Master or Champion (on the last three, be
prepared to back those claims up if you make them).
Request and provide both endorsements (for Skills) and recommendations
(especially for roles or skills that you or a particular employer would consider to
be valuable). That’s something you’ll want to jump on right away. Profiles
without much in the way of endorsements can be a red flag to prospective
employers. You’re going to need to give some to get some. So get to it.
There is also the ability to add media to your Summary. Use this to showcase a
CSM Certification or other relevant awards/certifications that you have a digital
certificate for and will help screeners to decide that you're a candidate that
they want to speak with.
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LinkedIn Profile Basics
Articles and Activity

Make sure that anything that you post to LinkedIn is on message and supports
your job search. If you can, we recommend that you publish articles on the
LinkedIn platform. Don't be afraid to write. I would recommend that you even
consider writing about your journey to start a career in Customer Success. You
just might be amazed at how many people will be interested in what you write
and what you've learned.

Work Experience

The work you did for your resume should be replicated in this section. Be sure
that all dates line up and that you have no gaps in your professional
experience to explain.
Again there is an opportunity to add media in this section, use this feature if
you have video or presentations that you feel will help you standout.

Education

Replicate the information from your resume in this section, but feel free to add
any relevant Societies or Activities that you believe will help you to stand-out.
Some examples would be: Fraternity or Sorority affiliations, Student
Government, etc.

Volunteer Experience

If you volunteer and the skills from that experience support your narrative
around your qualifications be sure to include it in your profile. Also if you took
a year off to work for Habitat for Humanity be sure to include it to help address
the gap in your employment experience.
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LinkedIn Profile Basics
Skills and Endorsements

One of the first things that you're going to want to do assuming that you have
Skills already listed on your profile is arrange them so that the most relevant
are at the top of the list. By default, LinkedIn will organize them in where the
Skills where you have the most endorsements are at the top of the list. The
good news here is that they allow you to re-organize them with a simple dragand-drop process.
If you just starting out and don't have any Skills I would suggest you seed your
list with the most relevant Skills for the position you're looking to get hired for.
If you're light on endorsements for Skills that your prospective employers are
going to value, one of the best ways to increase your endorsement count is to
endorse others in your network. Typically you will see a return endorsement
for a skill on your list. This is an activity that you will want to prioritize if you
have low endorsement counts as it is a "red flag" for prospective employers.

Certifications

We mentioned Certifications earlier as a possible addition to your summary.
Regardless of whether you highlighted them there, you should make sure that
they are included here. This is a great opportunity to highlight your
commitment to professional development and skill acquisition. Be sure to
include the Certification Authority, when you achieved and include a URL to
the digital certificate if one is available.

Courses

If you've taken a professional development course like a Public Speaking
course, a course on Effective Presentations, etc. include them here. Just be
sure that you're highlighting courses that are going to help establish that you
are qualified for the role. If you had to take a course on Lynda to get up to
speed on G Suite, you might not want to feature that one here as some level
of knowledge around basic systems is expected - consider each course and
make sure the ones that you include put your best face forward.
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LinkedIn Profile Basics
Awards

Were you recognized as an outstanding contributor in a past role? Highlight
these accomplishments here. Many prospective employers look at this section
to see what you've done in the past so that they can match it to their
expectations of the future.

Languages

If you speak another language be sure to include it in your profile particularly if
it is a language from a high-growth area or where there is a large segment of
their customer base that speaks it (i.e. Spanish, Mandarin, etc.). Many
companies are trying to figure out how they can better support international
customers and are looking for team members that can help them improve the
customer experience by communicating in the customers native language.

Recommendations

Last but not least, Recommendations are basically the LinkedIn equivalent of
References. You should have at least 3 on your profile from past roles. The
best way to build up your list of Recommendations is to be proactive and
request them. Bear in mind that you want them to be from past Managers and
Leaders as much as possible. Recommendations from co-workers have less
gravitas, but are still valuable. Focus on having more from people you worked
for rather than with. Also, Recommendations are a two-way street so expect to
write a few yourself.
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LinkedIn Profile Do's and Don'ts
9 LinkedIn Do's and Don'ts to Keep in Mind.
1. Custom URL: DO get a custom LinkedIn profile URL. It will make it easier
to reference your profile on your resume.
2. Keywords: DO make sure that you identify and include relevant
keywords in your profile, but DON'T stuff your profile with keywords.
3. Profile Photo: Yes, it seems like a small thing, but the small things often
matter more than you think. DO make sure that you have a professional
looking photo for your profile.
4. Sharing Profile Edits: If you are currently employed you probably don't
want your current boss to see you making a bunch of updates to your
profile. DO make sure that you adjust your privacy setting and turn
Sharing profile edits off.
5. Job Seeking Preferences: DO update your setting appropriately. You
should, when you're actively seeking a job (and aren't currently employed)
update your settings appropriately. There's also some nice features that will
save you time.
6. Share Your Profile: If you are applying to jobs via LinkedIn. DO be sure to
share your profile with the job poster. This will get your profile in front of
them and augment the snapshot of you that they receive.
7. Visibility Settings: If you want to make things easy for potential employers
to see your profile, DO update your visibility settings to make your profile
visible to the public.
8. Endorsements: DO spend your time building up your Endorsements. This
is one the key things that job posters see when you apply through LinkedIn
and a low Endorsement count is a red flag to most prospective employers.
9. Network: DO spend time connecting with other Customer Success
professionals and growing your network. You never know when a
connection might help you find a position and job posters see Mutual
Connections when you apply via LinkedIn.
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All of the skills required by a competent Customer Success
professional in today’s competitive marketplace can be
learned. This is great news for both those looking to get their
first role in Customer Success, and those looking to improve
their position within their current organization.
You have the opportunity to develop top-notch Customer
Success skills, excel in your day-to-day role, and gain
forward momentum in your career.
For training programs and career coaching for Customer
Success Managers, visit www.successcoaching.co.
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